DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
landscape, that I loved so much, in your eyes. What colour were
they? Now, I do not know, for that landscape was blue for the
sky, and brown and green for the hills, and grey for the Danube,
and yet your eyes seemed to match It all I know that I found
them beautiful
You were a child of the storm, as I am. Your earliest recollection
was of your uncle, in his sky-blue uniform and on his horse, riding
off to war through the market-place, and how gallant and hand-
some he was, and how you admired him, and after that all your
life, like mine, was shaped and moulded by the war and the things
that carne after it. No brave new world, no tranquillity.
You, when you dreamed, had only modest dreams, as I had, of
the things to which other generations were able to aspire: a white
house with a green vine by blue water, a little air and sunshine,
if possible the mountains near at hand and the rustle of the fir-
woods like the music of the sea, hard work from dawn to dusk,
Instead of that, a Europe where men are hunted like rats, where
the free man is on the run, where the nepotist, the sycophant, the
cheat and the brute grow fat, where the tyrant has again come
into his own and there don't seem to be any lampreys to-day, or
if there are they don't eat them, and there is practically nothing
to hope for from a surfeit of spinach.
We were companions on the way long enough for you to
teach me again that truth and faith do exist and cannot be quite
exterminated even in an age of treachery and lies. You sometimes
gave me things, wdrth much more in the thought behind them
than in themselves, but you never gave me anything so precious
as this. You saw that I frequently lost my papers, and you gave
me a leather wallet for them, so that I never lost any more. One
time, when I had a contract to sign that might mean much or
little for me, you gave me a golden fountain pen, with orders to
use it first only to sign that contract and it would bring me luck.
Another time, when I had a succession of letters all bringing bad
news and all the other letters that I hoped for didn't arrive, so
that I hated the sight of the postman, I found on my table a tiny
golden envelope with a tiny golden missive inside it — 'Keep

